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Abstract
The turbulent swirling flow at the exit of a 90

degree pipe bend, generated through an axially
rotating pipe upstream the bend, is investigated by
means of time-resolved stereoscopic particle image
velocimetry. In particular, the behavior of the Dean
vortices under turbulent flow conditions, the so called
“swirl switching”, has been visualized with the aid of
proper orthogonal decomposition. This phenomenon
could be reconstructed by only a few of the most en-
ergetic modes. With the increase of the swirl number,
defined as the azimuthal velocity of the rotating pipe
upstream the pipe bend to the bulk velocity, the two
Dean cells tend to merge for a swirl number close to
unity. Vortical cells, similar to the Dean vortices, are
found beneath the primary swirling motion, and are
captured in the first mode of the decomposed field.
The present investigation constitutes–to the authors’
knowledge–the first experimental study of the three
velocity components in a swirling turbulent pipe flow
across the exit of a pipe bend.

1 Introduction
Laminar flow through pipe bends has been investi-

gated for decades, theoretically (Dean 1927), numer-
ically (McConalogue and Srivastana 1968) and ex-
perimentally (Eustice 1911) due to the occurrence of
curved geometries in natural and biological systems.
It is known that under the effect of curvature, the high
speed fluid is deflected towards the outer wall while
the slow moving fluid flows towards the inner pipe
side, thereby constituting the steadyDean vortices.
Under turbulent flow conditions, Tunstall and Harvey
(1968) have shown that the Dean vortices are highly
unsteady and depict a dominating vortex oscillating
in clockwise and counter-clockwise directions. This
phenomenon, known in the literature as “swirl switch-
ing” (Brücker 1998, Rütten et al. 2005), is still attract-
ing scientific attention (Sakakibara and Machida 2012)
and has been identified as a possible source of fatigue
in piping systems.

The case of turbulent flow through pipe bends
when an additional swirling motion is added to the
primary flow, has–despite its industrial relevance–only
been investigated to a limited extent both from a nu-
merical (Pruvost et al 2004) and experimental (Anwer
and So 1993) point of view. In particular, there is a
clear lack of information on the interaction between
the swirling motion and the Dean vortices under tur-
bulent flow conditions, since previous experimental in-
vestigations were limited to point-wise measurements.

In the present work, the three-dimensional flow
field under turbulent flow conditions downstream a 90
degree pipe bend has been captured by means of Time-
resolved Stereoscopic Particle Image Velocimetry
(TS-PIV). The secondary structures were visualized
and quantified for a non-swirling and swirling flow of
varying intensity, up to the condition where the motion
is swirl dominated. A phenomenon similar to the
“swirl switching” as well as the existence of the Dean
vortices in a turbulent swirling flow were investigated
through post-processing of the PIV data by means of
snapshotProper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
(Sirovich 1987).

2 Experimental set-up
and measurement technique
The measurements for the current study were con-

ducted at theFluid Physics Laboratoryat KTH Me-
chanicswithin the rotating pipe facility depicted in
figure 1b) with air as working fluid. The facility con-
sists of a circular pipe that can rotate up to 2000 rpm
by means of DC motor. The total length of the ro-
tating pipe section is 100D whereD denotes the in-
ner diameter of the pipe, equal to 60 mm. The fully
developed turbulent pipe flow established at the down-
stream end of the pipe, documented in e.g. Sattarzadeh
(2011), constitutes also the inflow condition for the
flow into the bent pipe (figure 1a). Note that while
the straight pipe is rotating, the bend is remaining still.
The curved pipe has a curvature centerline radius of
Rc = 95.3 mm, giving a curvature ratioR/Rc of
0.31. The length of the straight section after the 90◦
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Figure 1:a) Dimensional details of the 90◦ pipe bend.b) Schematic of the experimental set up.A) Centrifugal fan,
B) flow meter,C) electrical heater,D) distribution chamber,E) stagnation chamber,F) coupling between stationary
and rotating pipe,G) honeycomb,H) DC motor,J) ball bearings,K) rotating pipe,L) circular end plate,M) pipe
outlet to which the pipe bend (shown to the left) has been mounted.

Table 1: Parameter range for the experiments.

Re× 10−3 De × 10−3 S

14 8 0.85, 1.2

24 13 0.1, 0.3, 0.5

34 19 0

curvature is 0.67D. For a fully developed axially ro-
tating straight pipe flow the swirling flow can fully be
characterized by means of the Reynolds number,ReD
(here defined through the bulk velocityWb and pipe
diameterD) and swirl numberS defined as the ratio of
azimuthal velocity of the pipe wallUw to bulk veloc-
ity. For flows through bends an additional parameter
becomes important, namely the Dean number defined
as: De = ReD ×

√

R/Rc. The parameter range in-
vestigated in the present study is listed in table 1.

Time-resolved stereoscopic PIV has been em-
ployed in the present investigation to capture all three
velocity components at the exit of the pipe bend.
Two high-speed C-MOS cameras (Fastcam APX RS,
Photron, 3000 fps at 1024×1024 pixels) were po-
sitioned at an angle of approximately 90◦ and at
forward-backward scatter mode at the exit of the
pipe bend (around 0.5 mm from the exit). The two
105 mm Nikon Nikkor lenses were adjusted using a
Scheimpflug adapter. A laser light sheet of approxi-

mately 1 mm thickness was produced by a Nd-YLF
laser (Pegasus, 10 kHz maximum frequency, New
Wave Research) and a water-based solution (Jem Pro
Smoke Super ZR-Mix) was atomized using a high vol-
ume liquid seeding generator (10F03 Seeding Gen-
erator, DANTEC). For thein-situ calibration of the
cameras, images were taken of a two-level calibration
plate and the pinhole model was used in order to fit
the dewarping mapping function to the marks found
in each image, with the commercial softwareDaVis
7.2 from LaVision GmbH. A self-calibration proce-
dure has also been applied to eliminate errors from
misalignment of the laser light sheet with the calibra-
tion target (Wieneke 2005). The post-processing of the
PIV data was performed using DaVis 7.2 and the vec-
tor fields were calculated through a multi-pass correla-
tion iteration procedure in order to increase resolution,
starting with a64 × 64 px interrogation window and
decreasing to16 × 16 px interrogation window with
50 % area overlapping.

The raw images from the measurements had a res-
olution of 1024 × 1024 px at 10-bit while the field
of view was equal to80 × 80 mm2 in physical space.
Ns = 3000 images were acquired for the non-swirling
case atReD = 34× 103 and 1000 images for the rest
of the cases at a sampling frequency,fs, of 1 kHz. It
should be noted here that the aim of the present study
is the characterization and identification of large scale
structures under the effect of different flow conditions,
and it is in this context that the termtime-resolvedis
used, i.e. it implies that the most energetic structures
are resolved in time.



3 Results

Dean vortices in turbulent flow
Since the focus of the present investigation is on

the in-plane velocity components and the large-scale
vortical structures, Reynolds number effects in the
mean field within the investigated range ofReD =

14−34×103 can safely be neglected (see e.g. Kalpakli
2012). Therefore, the following subsection will focus
on results from TS-PIV measurements of a turbulent
flow downstream a 90◦ pipe bend atReD = 34× 103,
which is the highest achievable with the present exper-
imental set up.

The time-averaged velocity field for the Reynolds
number considered here is depicted in figure 2, with
the streamwise velocity component plotted as the
background contour map and the secondary motion,
i.e. in-plane components, as streamlines. The formed
flow field bears the characteristics of flows through
pipe bends, i.e. the high velocity fluid is deflected to-
wards the outer wall of the pipe (leftmost side) while
the slower moving fluid flows towards the inner wall
creating a C-shaped flow field, due to the interaction
between centrifugal forces and a pressure gradient.
This gives rise to the superposition of the Dean vor-
tices on the primary field which are depicted clearly
as two bean-shaped symmetrical cells. The highest in-
plane velocity component here is 0.3 times the bulk
velocity. The symmetry of the upper and lower Dean
cells is a clear indication of both the quality of the set-
up and converged statistics.
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Figure 2: Time-averaged velocity field across a pipe
cross-section forReD = 34 × 103. The background
contour map denotes the streamwise velocity compo-
nent distribution scaled by the bulk speed and the in-
plane components (largest mean value0.3 × Wb) are
shown with the streamlines. The outer and inner pipe
walls (in respect to the bend) correspond to the left and
right side of the figure, respectively.

The unsteady behavior of the Dean vortices in a
turbulent pipe bend flow has been illustrated in a previ-
ous study by the present authors (Kalpakli et al 2011).
In the present work, an effort to reconstruct the phe-
nomenon by means of snapshot POD is undertaken.
The advantages that such kind of post-processing of-
fers is that it can be used to suppress small scale fluc-
tuations, and highlight periodicities in the behavior of
the flow structures by reconstructing the flow field by
the most energetic modes. Assuming that the Dean
vortices are quite energetic, it is expected that decom-
posing the flow field and reconstructing it by using
only the most energetic modes will reveal the vorti-
cal motion, filtering at the same time noise from the
PIV data.

•

•

•

Figure 3: Reconstructed velocity field at three instants
of time showing the magnitude of the in-plane compo-
nents (

√
U2 + V 2) as contour map and their direction

as vectors. The highest magnitude value (shown with
red color) is0.5 ×Wb. The dot indicates the location
x = 0.1R, y = 0.05R used for subsequent analysis.



The POD analysis for this task was performed on
all Ns =1500 snapshots with a temporal resolution
of ∆ts = 1/500 s. Note that in the present analysis
we concentrate on the vortical structures therefore the
POD results are 2-D fields.

Figure 3 shows the 2-D field reconstructed by
using only the first six modes which capture around
70% of the total energy. The unsteady motion of the
vortices is clearly depicted interchanging between
three states: a symmetrical one, where two vortices
resemble the ones seen in the time-averaged field (fig-
ure 2), and two where one of the vortices dominates
the cross-section and rotates in reference to the plane
of symmetry either in the clockwise or anti-clockwise
direction.
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Figure 4: a) Time-series of the circumferential ve-
locity component atx = 0.1R, y = 0.05R. Blue
line denotes the low frequency variations (time-series
smoothed with a moving average of 15).b) Power
spectral density, scaled by the highest value, plotted
against the Strouhal number. Reconstructed time se-
ries (solid line) as shown in(a) and 1st POD coeffi-
cient (dashed line).

In order to detect the frequency at which the vor-
tices switch position, the flow field has been moni-
tored in time in order to decide at which location the
time-series should be investigated. The Power Spectral
Density (PSD) of the circumferential velocity compo-
nent was computed atx = 0.1R, y = 0.05R (R de-
noting the pipe radius), towards the inner wall and the
result is shown in figure 4 along with the correspond-
ing time series (which were smoothed by means of a
moving average of degree 5 (black line) and 15 (blue
line) to highlight the periodical behavior). The spec-
tra was computed using Welchs method, by employing
10 windows with 50% overlap. A dominant peak at a
Strouhal numberSt = fD/Wb = 0.11 ± 0.01 can
be observed in the PSD for a number of loci at which
the switching was identified by visual inspection. This
value is also close to those reported in the literature
(Brücker 1998, Sakakibara et al 2010).

In order to additionally examine and support the
aforementioned observations on the swirl switching
frequency and exploit the possibilities that POD of-
fers, the spectra of the first POD coefficient has been
computed and plotted together with the spectra from
the reconstructed time series in figure 4; a procedure
that was previously also adapted by Sakakibara et al
(2010).

The spectra of the first chrono-mode not only
agrees well with the spectra of the time-series but
depicts additionally more clearly the low-frequency
peak atSt = 0.03. The spectra of the second and
third POD coefficients have also been computed (not
shown here) and for the second mode peaks at the
same Strouhal numbers are found. This is explained
due to the fact that the swirl switching is expected to
be one of the most energetic features in the flow field,
and should therefore be represented by the first modes.

Swirling turbulent bent pipe flow
Swirling turbulent flow for a wide range of swirl

numbers has been investigated in order to assess the
interaction between the Dean vortices and the swirling
motion. From a first impression of the mean velocity
fields, depicted in figure 5, it is observed that the two
symmetrical Dean vortices occupying the upper and
lower side of the pipe are highly sensitive to perturba-
tions. A slight increase in swirl intensity (S = 0.1)
breaks the symmetry of the Dean vortices as can be
clearly observed. With increasing swirl rate the vortex
core of the upper cell moves towards the center due
to the solid-body-kind motion of the flow entering the
pipe. At the same time, the lower cell gets attracted
by the increasingly stronger upper cell and starts to
deform significantly. As the swirl intensity increases
further toS = 0.5 the vortices continue to change lo-
cation and the flow starts to take a more stabilized and
structured form. Both structures can still be identi-
fied until a swirl number ofS = 0.85 where only one
structure remains closer to the center of the pipe. At



Figure 5: Mean velocity fields for different swirl numbers:S = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.85 and 1.2 (from left to right).
Streamwise velocity component scaled by the bulk velocity is shown as the background contour map while the
secondary motion is plotted as the streamlines. The scalingand color coding is the same as in figure 2.

S = 1.2 a single vortex structure is positioned at the
centre of the pipe and a well-structured and symmet-
ric flow field is established. This description matches
well with what has been found in the numerical study
by Pruvost et al (2004) even though there exist dif-
ferences between the two studies regarding the set up
and flow parameters and therefore no direct compari-
son can be made.

In order to check whether there remain underlying
large-scale vortical structures resembling Dean cells
in the swirling flow field, the flow field has been de-
composed by means of POD. Dealing with large scale
structures, with the swirling motion being substan-
tially more dominant than the Dean vortices (as can
be seen in the mean velocity fields) POD was thought
to be a useful tool in order to decompose the flow field
and rank the obtained topo-modes (i.e. spatial modes)
by energy content. It is expected, that the swirling
motion–as the most energetic structure–will be the
dominating feature in the 0-mode which represents the
mean field and any other energetic vortical structure
should be depicted in the following modes which rep-
resent the fluctuating part of the flow. The POD analy-
sis was performed here onNs = 1000 snapshots with
a temporal resolution of∆ts = 1/1000 s.
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Figure 6: Relative energy content of the 0-mode (�)
and number of modes needed to capture 90% of the
total energy (◦) plotted against the swirl numbersS.

Figure 6 shows the relative energy content of the
0-mode (mean field) as a function of the swirl number
S. Not unexpectedly, it can be seen that by increas-
ing the swirl rate, the energy content of the respective
0-mode increases. The relative energy content for the
S = 0.1 case was70%, rising up to almost90% for the
S = 1.2 case. Moreover, the number of modes needed
to reach90% of the total energy was found to be sig-
nificantly lower for the swirl dominated case, with a
difference of more than 100 modes between the low-
est and highest swirl number flow cases. That shows
that the swirling motion contributes greatly to the to-
tal energy of the flow field, constituting also the most
energetic structure.

The first topo-mode for all swirl cases is plotted
in figure 7. Various vortical structures appear in all
the cases, showing first of all, that vortical structures
resembling to some degree Dean cells are embedded
in the swirl dominated flow field. Those structures
have a turbulent kinetic energy of8 − 13% of the
total, depending on the swirl case. Moreover in most
of the cases the vortices have been rotated in reference
to the plane of symmetry either in the clockwise or
anti-clockwise direction.

4 Conclusions
Results from turbulent swirling flow at the exit

of a 90◦ curved pipe have been presented for a wide
range of swirl numbers. These experiments also con-
stitute the first set of measurements in swirling turbu-
lent flows through a pipe bend that provides the in-
plane vortical structures. The effect of the swirling
motion on the Dean vortices has been examined by
combining TS-PIV data and POD analysis. POD has
been used as a powerful tool to extract the most ener-
getic structures in the flow field and succeeded to re-
veal both the unsteady behavior of the vortices under
turbulent non-swirling flow conditions and the coher-
ent structures underlying the swirling motion.

In particular, for the non-swirling turbulent flow
case, similar behavior to that of the so-called “swirl-
switching” phenomenon was captured by reconstruct-
ing the original snapshots with only few of the most



     
 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: The first POD mode for the:S =0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.85 and 1.2 swirl flow cases from left to right with the
secondary motion shown as streamlines.

energetic modes. The frequency at which the two vor-
tices switch position alternatively could be determined
by combining spectral analysis of the reconstructed
time series and the first POD coefficient thereby con-
firming previous studies.

For the swirling turbulent flow it was shown that
even for the lowest swirl number shown here, the sta-
bilizing effect of the swirl is evident, moving the high
speed fluid from the outer wall to the centre of the pipe.
Axi-symmetry of the flow field is gradually achieved
with increasing swirl number, as one of the Dean vor-
tices with the same rotational direction as the imposed
motion, drifts away and merges with the other vortex.
This results in a single large scale motion located al-
most at the centre of the pipe for the swirl dominated
flow field. The existence of underlying large-scale vor-
tical structures in the swirling flow field was supported
by their appearance in the most energetic POD modes.

The present work constitutes a preliminary in-
vestigation into the dynamics of turbulent swirling
flow through pipe bends. POD has been deemed
to be a powerful tool for the characterization of the
large-scale vortical structures in such a flow and will
be used for further analysis in the future. The data
and results are further aimed to serve as a database for
future analysis of the physics in the use of numerical
simulations.
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